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ROUGH TRANSLATION

Hiroshima University – UNITAR cooperation agreement
Human resources exchange and joint research on reconstruction history
Hiroshima University and UNITAR* have conducted a signing ceremony of a
comprehensive cooperation agreement aiming to tie up for human resource exchange
and joint researches, on 23 October in Hiroshima University, Kagamiyama, Higashi
Hiroshima City. It is the second cooperation agreement concluded by UNITAR with
Japanese universities. The partners will exchange experts for the lectures of the
University and UNITAR’s training activities, and conduct a joint research on
“Hiroshima’s reconstruction history” summing up the post-war reconstruction in
Hiroshima.
The signing ceremony was attended by President Taizo Muta of Hiroshima University
and Director Nassrine Azimi of UNITAR Hiroshima Office for Asia and the Pacific,
who signed the agreement. President Muta said that “it is expected to that the
activities of Hiroshima University for peace will further develop”. Director Azimi
also noted that “the cooperation with the University, which possesses scientific and
academic knowledge, is very meaningful”.
In the future, the staff of the University will join UNITAR’s training activities as
lecturers, and Hiroshima University will incorporate in its curriculum some lectures
by UNITAR staff.
Hiroshima University is working on the reconstruction history since this year, upon
request by UNITAR. It covers 30 years of reconstruction of (mainly of) Hiroshima
since the end of the War till the period of high economic growth.
It is reported that UNITAR receives a large number of inquiries about reconstruction
of Hiroshima from countries such as Afghanistan and Cambodia. Associate Professor
Hideaki Shinoda (38) says “we aim at putting up not only the improvement of social
capital, but also the healing of mental damage, in order to provide reference for
people working in reconstruction today”.
*UNITAR – United Nations Institute for Training and Research conducts training
activities for government officials and civil society in developing and post-conflict
countries, on such themes as economic development and improvement of social
capital. In 2003 it established a regional office for Asia and the Pacific in Naka-ku,
Hiroshima.

